May 28-- 12 PM:  MAG MAGAZIN VI: CHRISTINA KUBISCH & FABRIZIO PLESSI (45')
5 PM:  MAG MAGAZIN VI: CHRISTINA KUBISCH & FABRIZIO PLESSI (45')

May 29-- 12 PM:  MAG MAGAZIN VII: DALE FRANKS (45')
5 PM:  MAG MAGAZIN VII: DALE FRANKS (45')

May 30-- 12 PM:  MAG MAGAZIN VIII: CORSIN FONTANA (45')
5 PM:  MAG MAGAZIN VIII: WERNI LEHMANN (45')

June 2-- 12 PM:  NEW WILDERNESS AUDIOGRAPHIC 7701A--PHILIP CORNER (61')
5 PM:  NEW WILDERNESS AUDIOGRAPHIC 7701B--PHILIP CORNER (63')

June 3-- 12 PM:  NEW WILDERNESS AUDIOGRAPHIC 7702A--CROW DOG FAMILY (58')
5 PM:  NEW WILDERNESS AUDIOGRAPHIC 7702B--CROW DOG FAMILY (56')

June 4-- 12 PM:  NEW WILDERNESS AUDIOGRAPHIC 7704A--ANNEA LOCKWOOD (90')
5 PM:  NEW WILDERNESS AUDIOGRAPHIC 7704B--ANNEA LOCKWOOD (45')

June 5-- 12 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7703C--SPENCER HOLST & TUI ST. GEORGE TUCKER (59')
5 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7705A--JACKSON MAC LOW (59')

June 6-- 12 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7705B--JACKSON MAC LOW (62')
4:30 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7705C--JACKSON MAC LOW (82')

June 9-- 12 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7710A--HANNAH WEINER (58')
5 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7707A--JEROME ROTHENBERG (38')

June 10-- 12 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7708A--ARMAND SCHWERNER (57')
5 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7708B--ARMAND SCHWERNER (71')

June 11-- 12 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7706A--CHARLEY MORROW (60')
5 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7706C--CHARLEY MORROW (60')

June 12-- 12 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7706B--CHARLEY MORROW
5 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7709A--MACINTOSH & SCHECHNER
      NEW GUINEA TAPES (48')

June 13-- 12 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7709B--MACINTOSH & SCHECHNER
      NEW GUINEA TAPES (63')
5 PM:  N.W. AUDIOGRAPHIC 7709C--MACINTOSH & SCHECHNER
      NEW GUINEA TAPES (45')

*INTERCOURSE WITH: EXCERPTS FROM 1972-77--HANNAH WILKE (180')
This tape will be played intermittently for the duration of the narrowcasts.